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Clusters and statistical model: a coincidence?

Cluster abundancies fit into a universal
description with the statistical model

T ≫ Eb!!!???

P. Braun-Munzinger, B. Dönigus / Nuclear Physics A 987 (2019) 144–201 157

Fig. 11. (Colour online.) Thermal model description of the production yields (rapidity density) of different particle 
species in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC for a chemical freeze-out temperature of 156.5 MeV (from [60], where more 
details can be found, see also [61]).

sequence also to equal yields of nuclei and anti-nuclei for the different species. This also implies 
that measurements of particle production at LHC energies are relevant for the understanding of 
the evolution of the early universe. In fact, different from the situation for nuclear collisions at 
LHC energy, the production of nuclei in the early universe can not happen when the baryons are 
produced because the photons, still in equilibrium with the baryons, would destroy all formed 
nuclei immediately. Thus, the formation of nuclei happens in the early universe at a much later 
time after the temperature has dropped sufficiently, such that no thermal photons are left to de-
stroy the formed deuterons. From this point on, the process n + p → d + γ is dominating the 
detailed balance, deuterons are produced and the backward reaction is energetically suppressed.

Since, in this review, we are in particular interested in loosely-bound states we show in Fig. 12
the deuteron-to-proton ratio in relativistic nuclear collisions as a function of centre-of-mass en-
ergy, bridging data from the SPS to RHIC to the LHC. Assuming thermal production of deuterons 
according to the particle mass and spin reproduces the data very well, implying that the statistical 
hadronisation model is a useful tool to estimate production yields also for loosely-bound states 
as developed in [20,19 ,21]. The application of the parameterization of the energy-dependence 
of Tchem and µB [11,32] within the framework of the statistical hadronisation model leads to an 
impressive description of all hadron production data. In fact, yields for the production of loosely-
bound states at LHC energy were successfully predicted in [21] before data taking. This shows 
that the production of nuclei is quantitatively well reproduced within the framework of the sta-
tistical hadronisation model, implying that the same parameters (Tchem, µB, V ) governing light 
hadron production yields also determine the production of light composite objects, with only 
the particle mass and quantum numbers and not structural parameters such as binding energy or 
radius as input.

Another way to look at the deuteron-proton ratio is displayed in Fig. 13 extracted from the 
thermal model [32]. In this Figure, the d/p ratio is shown as function of the entropy per unit of 
rapidity in the collision. As naively expected, increasing the entropy leads first to a precipitous 
drop of the ratio, as the entropy/baryon scales ∝ − ln (d/p), [62,63]. Above 

√
sNN ≈20 GeV the 

chemical freeze-out temperature saturates at around 160 MeV, implying that the entropy density 

[A. Andronic et al., J. Phys: Conf. Ser 779 (2017) 012012]

This is (a part of the) motivation to look at clusters,
although clusters actually carry femtoscopic information about the freeze-out.
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The deuteron wave function

Wave function(s)
(r is the distance between proton and neutron):

Hulthen form (α = 0.23 fm−1, β = 1.61 fm−1)

φd(r) =

√
αβ(α+ β)

2π(α− β)2
e−αr − e−βr

r

spherical harmonic oscillator (d = 3.2 fm)

φd(r) = (πd2)−3/4 exp

(
− r2

2d2

)
rms radius: 1.96 fm
Binding energy 2.2 MeV
spin 1

[Figure: M. Mahlein et al., Eur.Phys.J. C 83 (2021) 804]
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A short introduction to fireball dynamics (for non-experts)

boost-invariant longitudinal expansion

blue-shifted transverse momentum spectra

azimuthal variation of hadron distribution

d2N

pTdpT dϕ
=

dN

pTdpT

(
1 +

∑
i

2vi cos(ϕ− ϕi )

)

transverse expansion
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Kinetic freeze-out of clusters: ALICE
[J. Adam et al. [ALICE collab], Phys. Rev. C 93 (2016) 024917]

pt spectra of d and 3He fitted individually with the blast-wave formula

dN

ptdpt
∝
∫ R

0
r dr mt I0

(
pt sinh ρ(r)

T

)
K1

(
mt cosh ρ(r)

T

)
, ρ(r) = tanh−1(βs(r/R)

n)
J. ADAM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 93, 024917 (2016)
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FIG. 9. Efficiency and acceptance corrected deuteron spectra for
Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in various centrality classes and

for inelastic pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV. The dashed lines represent
an individual fit with the BW function [Eq. (6)] in the case of Pb-Pb
spectra and with the function presented in Eq. (5) in the case of the
pp spectrum (see text for details). The boxes show systematic error
and vertical lines show statistical error separately.

currently large uncertainties, only the spectra of nuclei are
provided in the following.

B. Spectra of nuclei

The final spectra of deuterons obtained in Pb-Pb and pp
collisions are shown in Fig. 9. The statistical and systematic
errors are shown separately as vertical lines and boxes,
respectively. In pp collisions, the spectrum is normalized to
the number of all inelastic collisions (NINEL) which includes
a correction for trigger inefficiencies (see [42,43] for details).
It is fitted with the following function [44–46] that has been
used for lighter particles:

1
2πpT

d2N

dpTdy

= dN

dy

(n − 1)(n − 2)
2πnC[nC + m0(n − 2)]

(
1 + mT −m0

nC

)−n

(5)

with the fit parameters C, n, and the dN/dy . The parameter m0
corresponds to the mass of the particle under study (deuteron)

at rest and mT =
√

m2
0 + p2

T to the transverse mass. As in
the case of lighter particles, the function is found to describe
the deuteron pT spectrum well in the measured range with a
χ2/ndf of 0.26. The fit function is used for the extrapolation
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FIG. 10. 3He spectra for two centrality classes (0–20% and
20–80%) are shown for Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The

spectra are fitted individually with the BW function (dashed lines).
The systematic and statistical errors are shown by boxes and vertical
lines, respectively.

to the unmeasured region at low and high transverse momenta
(about 45% of the total yield) and a pT-integrated yield of
dN/dy = [2.02 ± 0.34(syst)] × 10−4 is obtained.

While statistical errors are negligible, the systematic error
is dominated by the uncertainty related to the extrapolation
(13%) which is evaluated by a comparison of different
fit functions [47] (Boltzmann, mT exponential, pT expo-
nential, Fermi-Dirac, Bose-Einstein). Based on the same
extrapolation in the unmeasured region of the spectrum, a
mean transverse momentum ⟨pT⟩ of 1.10 ± 0.07 GeV/c is
obtained.

The final spectra of deuterons and 3He for Pb-Pb collisions
at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for various

choices of the collision centrality. Again, the systematic and
statistical errors are shown separately by boxes and vertical
lines, respectively. The pT distributions show a clear evolution,
becoming harder as the multiplicity increases. A similar
behavior is observed for protons, which have been successfully
described by models that incorporate a significant radial flow
[41].

The spectra obtained in Pb-Pb collisions are individually
fitted with the blast-wave (BW) model for the determination
of pT-integrated yields and ⟨pT⟩. This model [48] describes
particle production properties by assuming that the particles
are emitted thermally from an expanding source. The func-
tional form of the model is given by

1
pT

dN

dpT
∝

∫ R

0
r dr mTI0

(pT sinh ρ

Tkin

)
K1

(mT cosh ρ

Tkin

)
, (6)

where the velocity profile ρ is described by

ρ = tanh−1 β = tanh−1(βS(r/R)n). (7)

024917-8

96, 0.613

77 MeV, 0.630c

108, 0.380

100, 0.572
124, 0.504

J. ADAM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 93, 024917 (2016)
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FIG. 9. Efficiency and acceptance corrected deuteron spectra for
Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in various centrality classes and

for inelastic pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV. The dashed lines represent
an individual fit with the BW function [Eq. (6)] in the case of Pb-Pb
spectra and with the function presented in Eq. (5) in the case of the
pp spectrum (see text for details). The boxes show systematic error
and vertical lines show statistical error separately.

currently large uncertainties, only the spectra of nuclei are
provided in the following.

B. Spectra of nuclei

The final spectra of deuterons obtained in Pb-Pb and pp
collisions are shown in Fig. 9. The statistical and systematic
errors are shown separately as vertical lines and boxes,
respectively. In pp collisions, the spectrum is normalized to
the number of all inelastic collisions (NINEL) which includes
a correction for trigger inefficiencies (see [42,43] for details).
It is fitted with the following function [44–46] that has been
used for lighter particles:

1
2πpT
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(n − 1)(n − 2)
2πnC[nC + m0(n − 2)]

(
1 + mT −m0

nC

)−n

(5)

with the fit parameters C, n, and the dN/dy . The parameter m0
corresponds to the mass of the particle under study (deuteron)

at rest and mT =
√

m2
0 + p2

T to the transverse mass. As in
the case of lighter particles, the function is found to describe
the deuteron pT spectrum well in the measured range with a
χ2/ndf of 0.26. The fit function is used for the extrapolation
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FIG. 10. 3He spectra for two centrality classes (0–20% and
20–80%) are shown for Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The

spectra are fitted individually with the BW function (dashed lines).
The systematic and statistical errors are shown by boxes and vertical
lines, respectively.

to the unmeasured region at low and high transverse momenta
(about 45% of the total yield) and a pT-integrated yield of
dN/dy = [2.02 ± 0.34(syst)] × 10−4 is obtained.

While statistical errors are negligible, the systematic error
is dominated by the uncertainty related to the extrapolation
(13%) which is evaluated by a comparison of different
fit functions [47] (Boltzmann, mT exponential, pT expo-
nential, Fermi-Dirac, Bose-Einstein). Based on the same
extrapolation in the unmeasured region of the spectrum, a
mean transverse momentum ⟨pT⟩ of 1.10 ± 0.07 GeV/c is
obtained.

The final spectra of deuterons and 3He for Pb-Pb collisions
at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for various

choices of the collision centrality. Again, the systematic and
statistical errors are shown separately by boxes and vertical
lines, respectively. The pT distributions show a clear evolution,
becoming harder as the multiplicity increases. A similar
behavior is observed for protons, which have been successfully
described by models that incorporate a significant radial flow
[41].

The spectra obtained in Pb-Pb collisions are individually
fitted with the blast-wave (BW) model for the determination
of pT-integrated yields and ⟨pT⟩. This model [48] describes
particle production properties by assuming that the particles
are emitted thermally from an expanding source. The func-
tional form of the model is given by

1
pT

dN

dpT
∝

∫ R

0
r dr mTI0

(pT sinh ρ

Tkin

)
K1

(mT cosh ρ

Tkin

)
, (6)

where the velocity profile ρ is described by

ρ = tanh−1 β = tanh−1(βS(r/R)n). (7)

024917-8

101,0.572
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Fit with MC blast-wave:

enhancement at low pt. We recall that our fitting procedure does not include any chemical
potential but we account for resonance production. For pions at pt below 400MeV/c,
resonance contribution grows as pt is lowered. This can be observed in figure 1. Still,
although qualitatively this behaviour might agree with what is seen in the data, quantitatively
it is not sufficient to explain it. Resonances tend to populate low-pt regionsbut this is not
enough to fit the data. We speculate that the solution might be in introducing non-equilibrium
chemical potential for pions. This would naturally occur if the hadron gas chemically freezes
out at a temperature around 150–160MeV and then cools down while keeping the effective
ratios of individual species constant. We estimated that the pion chemical potential at kinetic
freeze-out temperature might reach values around 100MeV. This is not enough for Bose–
Einstein condensation but modifies the spectrum considerably.

In the higher-pt region the pion spectrum is well reproduced up to about 2GeV. This
seems reasonable, as for higher pt we may see signs of hard production.

Charged kaons (figure 5) are well reproduced in a similar pt interval without the need to
leave out any bins at low pt. We also observe good fits to (anti)proton spectrum (figure 6)
stretching out even to about 4GeV. In general, the agreement becomes slightly worse when
going away from central collisions. For the most peripheral class charged kaons depart from
the theoretical curve above 2GeV/c and protons above 3.5GeV/c.

In the fit we also included strange V0ʼs which were measured up to pt of 4.5GeV/c [13].
The kaons show (figure 7) similar behaviour totheir charged isospin partners. When com-
paring the two plots for K+ (figure 5) and K0 (figure 7) one should note the different pt
intervals in which these spectra are measured. Below the pt cut of 2GeV the Λʼs are also fitted
well (figure 8). They depart slightly from this agreement above 2GeV, but in a different way
toother species: Λʼs are steeper at high pt than the thermal fits. Note that the values of freeze-
out parameters were determined in common fits to all 8 species, including Λʼs. We might be
seeing here the beginning of the departure of strange baryon spectra from the scenario of

Figure 3. Positions of best-fit values of T and vt for transverse momentum spectra of
,p K , p, p,¯ K0, and Λ are shown by red +’s. Results go from central (upper left) to

non-central (lower right) collisions, with centrality classes indicated in table 2. Around
each best fit value we estimate the 99% confidence-level region. By blue ×’s we show
results of fits to spectra of multi-strange species, centralities are indicated in table 3. For
multi-strange species we estimate the 68% confidence-level regions.

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 43 (2016) 015102 I Melo and B Tomášik

8

[I. Melo, B. Tomášik,
J. Phys. G. 43 (2016) 015102]
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Production model: coalescence

[R. Scheibl, U. Heinz, Phys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 1585]

Projection of the deuteron density matrix onto two-nucleon density matrix
Deuteron spectrum:

Ed
dNd

d3Pd
=

3

8(2π)3

∫
Σf

Pd · dΣf (Rd) fp

(
Rd ,

Pd

2

)
fn

(
Rd ,

Pd

2

)
Cd(Rd ,Pd)

QM correction factor

Cd(Rd ,Pd) ≈
∫

d3r
f (R+,Pd/2)f (R−,Pd/2)

f 2(Rd ,Pd/2)
|φd(r⃗)|2

r relative position, R+, R−: positions of nucleons
approximation: narrow width of deuteron Wigner function in momentum
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Homogeneity regions, homogeneity lengths, length scales

Particles of given momentum are
produced only by a portion of fireball with
similar velocity—the homogeneity region

the size of the homogeneity region is given
by flow gradients and temperature

Length scales

homogeneity length
size of the deuteron
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Correction factor: limiting cases

Cd(Rd ,Pd) ≈
∫

d3r
f (R+,Pd/2)f (R−,Pd/2)

f 2(Rd ,Pd/2)
|φd(r⃗)|2

Large homogeneity region for nucleon momentum Pd/2: L ≫ d
(L is the scale on which f (R,Pd/2) changes)

Cd(Rd ,Pd) ≈
∫

d3r |φd(r⃗)|2 = 1

No correction! Just product of nucleon source functions.

Small homogeneity region for nucleon momentum Pd/2: L ≪ d
f (R,Pd/2) effectively limits the integration to Ω

Cd(Rd ,Pd) ≈
∫
Ω
d3r |φd(r⃗)|2 = C < 1

Interesting regime: L ≈ d
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Analytical approximation of the (average) correction factor
[R. Scheibl, U. Heinz, Phys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 1585]

⟨Cd⟩(Pd) =

∫
Σf

Pd · dΣf (Rd)f
2
(
Rd ,

Pd
2

)
Cd(Rd ,Pd)∫

Σf
Pd · dΣf (Rd)f 2

(
Rd ,

Pd
2

)
Approximations:

Gaussian profile in rapidity and in the transverse direction,
weak transverse expansion
saddle point integration

⟨Cd⟩ ≈


(
1 +

(
d

2R⊥(m)

)2
)√

1 +

(
d

2R∥(m)

)2


−1

Homogeneity lengths:

R⊥ =
∆ρ√

1 + (mt/T )η2f

R∥ =
τ0∆η√

1 + (mt/T )(∆η)2
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The invariant coalescence factor B2

[R. Scheibl, U. Heinz, Phys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 1585]

Ed
dNd

d3Pd
= B2Ep

dNp

d3Pp
En

dNn

d3Pn

∣∣∣∣
Pp=Pn=Pd/2

(Approximations with corrections for box profile)

B2 =
3π3/2⟨Cd⟩

2mtR2
⊥(mt)R∥(mt)

e2(mt−m)(1/T∗
p −1/T∗

d )

where the effective temperatures are

T ∗
p = T +mpη

2
f T ∗

d = T +
Md

2
η2f

Approximate behaviour: B2 ≈ 1/volume
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It works!

B2 as function of
√
sNN

[P. Braun-Munzinger, B. Dönigus, Nucl. Phys. A987 (2019) 144]

Compared with ∝ 1/V

174 P. Braun-Munzinger, B. Dönigus / Nuclear Physics A 987 (2019) 144–201

Fig. 34. (Colour online.) Coalescence parameter B3 of tritons and 3He nuclei (left panel) and their anti-nuclei (right 
panel) in elastic pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV. The Bevalac measurements in p–C, p–Cu and p–Pb collisions are shown as 
bands at low momentum. Dashed lines indicate the values obtained with EPOS-LHC using a simple afterburner for the 
coalescence. From [164].

Fig. 35. (Colour online.) Coalescence parameters B2 and B3 from different heavy-ion collision experiments as a function 
of √sNN. Data from heavy-ion collisions, where open symbols represent the anti-nucleus measurement. The horizontal 
dashed lines at low energies indicate the B2 and B3 values in elementary collisions as pp, pp̄, p–A and γ A but also the 
Bevalac heavy-ion data is close to it. The dashed-dotted lines show a simple model assuming BA ∝ 1/V A−1, where 
the volume V is taken from HBT radius measurements by STAR at their beam energy scan [182]. Please note that the 
ALICE B3 measurement from 3He nuclei is in a broader centrality interval (0–20%) as the corresponding B2 (0–10%).

7. Results of (anti-)hypernucleus production measurements

Hypernuclei, as bound states of nucleons and hyperons, are of particular interest. Their study 
provides an interesting testing ground of the baryon-hyperon interaction. In their ground states 
they generally decay weakly, i.e. have lifetimes of the order of 1-10×10−10 s. Generally, they 
are produced and identified by (K−, π−), (π+, K+) or (e, e′K+) reactions on stable nuclear tar-
gets [184,185]. In relativistic nuclear collisions their signal can be reconstructed by an invariant 

B

B

2

3

1/V

1/V2

B2 as function of pt
[J. Adam, et al. [ALICE coll.], Phys. Lett. B754 (2016) 360]

P. Braun-Munzinger, B. Dönigus / Nuclear Physics A 987 (2019) 144–201 177

Fig. 39. (Colour online.) Comparison of the coalescence parameter B2 for d, 3He and 3!H. The B2 values of 3He and 
3
!H were calculated by scaling the B3 parameter. Taken from [186 ] and thus more details can be found there.

0.35 are limits set by experimental knowledge of ratios of branching ratios. The upper limit 
for instance is determined by the ratio of the 3He + π− decay channel to all decay channels 
containing a π−. The most referenced theoretical calculation expects a branching ratio of about 
25%, which is also used to correct the experimental data [87]. The same thermal model which 
is used to predict the light nuclei yields describes also the (anti-)hypertriton yield rather well 
around the expected branching ratio.

One can further compare the coalescence parameters of different light nuclei with those of the 
hypertriton, as shown in Fig. 39. This is done by scaling the B3 value determined for 3He and 
3
!H to the B2, to allow for a comparison (using the mass scaling given by equation (4 )).

7.3. Impact on thermal analysis

In the thermal approach the production yield of loosely-bound states is entirely determined by 
mass, quantum numbers and fireball temperature while the yield in the framework of coalescence 
should significantly depend on the relevant wave functions. The hypertriton and 3He have very 
different wave functions but have essentially equal production yields, as we will see later on.

In contrast to what was discussed before, the energy conservation needs to be taken into 
account when forming objects with baryon number A from A baryons, since the coalescence 
of off-shell nucleons does not help as the density must be much lower than nuclear matter 
density. To quantify the delicate balance between formation and destruction one can calculate 
the maximum momentum transfer onto the hypertriton before it breaks up, which is of the or-
der Qmax < 20 MeV/c, whereas typical pion momenta are pπ > 250 MeV/c, and the typical 
hadronic momentum transfer in the fireball is ⟨Q⟩ > 100 MeV/c. This means the hypertriton 
interaction cross-section with pions or nucleons at thermal freeze-out is of order σ ≈ 70 fm2. 
For the majority of hypertritons to survive, the mean-free path λ has to exceed the system 
size at thermal freeze-out which is estimated [14 ] to be about 10 fm. Taking λ > 15 fm for 
a rough estimate this would lead to a density of the fireball at formation of hypertriton of 
n < 1/(λσ ) = 0.001 fm−3. This is completely inconsistent with a formation at kinetic freeze-out, 
where typically n = 0.05 fm−3. In addition to that, the description of the centrality dependence 
of spectra and d/p ratio as a function of multiplicity is not consistent with current coalescence 
predictions.

consistent with decreasing homogeneity volume
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Distinguishing coalescence: deuteron number fluctuations
[Z. Fecková, et al., Phys. Rev. C 93 (2016) 054906]

Measure the fluctuations of deuteron number.

Thermal model prediction:
Poissonian fluctuations

Coalescence:

protons and neutrons fluctuate according to
Poissonian
deuteron number proportional to p · n
Enhanced fluctuations in case of coalescence

FORMATION OF DEUTERONS BY COALESCENCE: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 93, 054906 (2016)

 0.1

1
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 100

 10  100
���√sNN

<np>
<nd>

4·104 B

FIG. 1. Model parameter B for model A (black squares) and
resulting proton (in blue) and deuteron (in red) multiplicities as
functions of energy. The resulting deuteron multiplicity is compared
to the thermal fit (red line) input to our model.

Next we explore the energy dependence of the moments
of the deuteron distribution and compare to the Poisson
expectations. Figures 3 and 4 show the scaled moments
σ 2/⟨nd⟩, Sσ , and κσ 2 as functions of collision energy for
models A and B, respectively. We observe a clear deviation
from the Poisson expectation for all the higher moments.
The deviation is very strong at low energies, where both
coalescence parameter B and the mean proton and neutron
numbers are large, which results in sizable fluctuations of the
mean of the Poissonian deuteron number distribution given by
Eq. (4) or Eq. (8). This leads to even larger fluctuations of the
deuteron number. The effect could be possibly observed for
energies up to about 5 GeV in all the moments and even up to
higher energies in kurtosis only.

Removing the correlation between initial proton and neu-
tron fluctuations clearly weakens the effect, as can be seen in
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FIG. 2. Fluctuation of the deuteron number for Au+Au collisions
at

√
sNN = 2.6 GeV beam energy in comparison to the Poisson

distribution. The parameters of the distributions are for model A:
σ 2/⟨nd⟩ = 1.609, Sσ = 2.218, κσ 2 = 6.915; model B: σ 2/⟨nd⟩ =
1.308, Sσ = 1.616, κσ 2 = 3.422.
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FIG. 3. Energy dependence of the moments σ 2/⟨nd⟩, sσ , and kσ 2

of the deuteron distribution obtained from model A compared to the
Poisson expectation.

Fig. 4. The scaled moments attain approximately one half of
the values obtained for neutron number coupled to the proton
number. We can still conclude, however, that we should be
able to observe the deviation of the moments of the deuteron
multiplicity distribution in the case of coalescence regardless
of the strength of the correlation of nucleon fluctuations.
Additional information about the degree of this correlation
can be provided by proton-deuteron multiplicity correlations,
as shown in the Appendix.

IV. SUMMARY

In light of the ongoing debate about the origin of the
deuterons, we propose to measure data on fluctuations of
deuterons. Employing a standard approach and using the
deuteron formation probability as proportional to the square
of the nucleon yield we obtain strongly non-Poissonian distri-
bution of the deuteron yield. The exact shape of the deuteron
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FIG. 4. Energy dependence of the moments σ 2/⟨nd⟩, sσ , and
kσ 2 of the deuteron distribution in the coalescence model assuming
independent proton and neutron fluctuations (model B) compared to
the Poisson expectation.
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figure: [ALICE collab: Phys. Rev. Lett. 131 (2023) 037864]
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How to get the yields consistent with the statistical model?

Assume thermal source function (Boltzmann)

fN(pN , x) = 2 exp

(
−pn · u + µN

T

)
H(r , ϕ, η)

coalescence:

Ed
dNd

d3Pd
=

3

4

∫
Σf

Pd · dΣf (Rd)

(2π)3

(
2 exp

(
−pn · u + µN

T

))2

(H(r , ϕ, η))2 Cd(Rd ,Pd)

thermal production:

Ed
dNd

d3Pd
= 3

∫
Σf

Pd · dΣf (Rd)

(2π)3
exp

(
−Pd · u + µd

T

)
H(r , ϕ, η)

they are equal if

volume is large, i.e. Cd(Rd ,Pd) = 1

µd = 2µN , and µN guarantees right number of nucleons - Partial Chemical Equilibrium

H2(r , ϕ, η) = H(r , ϕ, η), fulfilled for box profile
see also [X. Xu, R. Rapp, Eur. Phys. J. 55 (2019) 68]
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Lesson from coalescence

deuteron spectrum sensitive to the shape of the density profile, through (H(r , ϕ, η))2

proton spectrum sensitive to H(r , ϕ, η)

effects for homogeneity lengths comparable with the size of the cluster

⇒ femtoscopy probe

elliptic flow of deuterons - probes finer changes in homogeneity lengths

see also [A. Polleri, et al., Phys. Lett. B 473 (2000) 193]
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Homogeneity lengths and the elliptic flow of clusters

direct thermal production of deuterons coalescence production of deuterons
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Simulate v2 of deuterons—the strategy

set-up Blast Wave model with azimuthal anisotropy

assume Partial Chemical Equilibrium (lower FO temperature than Tch)

the model must reproduce pt-spectra and v2(pt) of protons and pions

simulate pt spectra and v2(pt) of deuterons in blast-wave model and in coalescence, and
look for differences
features of the model:

includes resonance decays
Monte Carlo simulation (SMASH: modified HadronSampler and decays)
built-in anisotropy in expansion flow and in fireball shape
includes modification of distribution function due to viscosity
freeze-out time depending on radial coordinate

obtain T and transverse expansion from fitting pt spectra of p and π (and K , Λ)

then obtain anisotropy parameters from v2(pt)

simulate thermal production of deuterons

simulate coalescence of deuterons (by proximity in phase-space)
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Extended Monte Carlo Blast-Wave model: freeze-out hypersurface

The Cooper-Frye formula:

E
d3Ni

dp3
=

∫
Σ
d3σµp

µf (x , p) ,

The freeze-out hypersurface:

xµ = (τ(r) cosh ηs , r cosΘ, r sinΘ, τ(r) sinh ηs)

τ(r) = s0 + s2r
2 , ηs =

1

2
ln

(
t + z

t − z

)
d3σµ = (cosh ηs , 2s2r cosΘ, 2s2r sinΘ, sinh ηs) rτf (r)dηsdrdΘ ,
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Extended Monte Carlo Blast-Wave model: azimuthal anisotropies

Shape anisotropy:

R(Θ) = R0 (1− a2 cos(2Θ))

Flow anisotropy:

uµ = (cosh ηs cosh ρ(r), sinh ρ(r) cosΘb,

sinh ρ(r) sinΘb, sinh ηs cosh ρ(r))

r̄ = r/R(Θ)

ρ(r̄ ,Θb) = r̄ρ0 (1 + 2ρ2 cos(2Θb))

Identified v2(pt) for different species allows resolving them.
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Simple BW does not reproduce v2(pt)

[X. Yin, C.-M. Ko, Y. Sun, L. Zhu, Phys.Rev. C 95 (2017) 054913]

Instead used a source with radius depending on pt : R0 = 10e0.23(pt−0.9) fm

vanilla blast-wave model with coalescence included size-momentum correlation
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Model calibration

centrality T [MeV] ρ0 R0[fm] s0[fm/c] a2 ρ2

0-5% 95 0.98 15.0 21± 2 0.016 0.008

30-40% 106 0.91 10.0 9± 1 0.085 0.03

50-60% 118 0.80 6.0 6± 0.5 0.15 0.02

s2 = −0.02 fm−1
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Results for deuterons: pt spectra
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Results for deuterons: v2
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Conclusions and outlook

Deuteron (and cluster) production is a femtoscopic probe

Elliptic flow in more peripheral collisions can help resolving the mechanism of deuteron
production: coalescence vs. thermal production

Data on hypertriton v2(pt) are upcoming

Is there sensitivity on the deuteron wave function?

[R. Vozábová, B. Tomášik, Phys. Rev. C 109, 064908 (2024), arXiv:2402.06327]
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